Adaptive estimation of temporal gait parameters using body-worn gyroscopes.
Body-worn kinematic sensors have been widely proposed for use in portable, low cost, ambulatory monitoring of gait. Such sensor based systems could avoid the need for high-cost laboratory-based methods for measurement of gait. We aimed to evaluate an adaptive gyroscope-based algorithm for automated temporal gait analysis using body-worn wireless gyroscopes. Temporal gait parameters were calculated from initial contact (IC) and terminal contact (TC) points derived from gyroscopes, contained in wireless sensors on the left and right shanks, using a newly developed adaptive algorithm. Gyroscope data from nine healthy adult subjects performing four walks at three different speeds were then compared against data acquired simultaneously using two force-plates. Results show that the mean true error between the adaptive gyroscope algorithm and force-plate was -5.5 ± 7.3 ms and 40.6 ± 19.2 ms for IC and TC points respectively; the latter representing a consistent, systematic error of this magnitude that may be intrinsic to shank-mounted gyroscopes. These results suggest that the algorithm reported here could form the basis of a robust, portable, low-cost system for ambulatory monitoring of gait.